Remote Learning
Information Pack
A guide to support
parents

Remote Learning, also known as Home Learning, is a new plan that all schools are expected to have in
place for September 2020. It is hoped that by creating clear plans and systems learning will continue,
regardless of the different and challenging circumstances that we might face.
At Central Park Primary we are proud of our home learning plan and this booklet aims to provide an insight
to the different pathways that we have for our children in each different isolation or lockdown scenarios.
This information pack aims to explain the different processes in place to support children in the event that
children cannot complete their learning in school. Aims of remote learning:
• To ensure consistency in the approach to remote learning for pupils who are not in school
• To ensure that all learners have exceptional learning in school and at home
• To remove all barriers that children have to learning, whilst working at home
• To provide an effective system that meets the school vision and is in place within 24 hours of an
absence phone call
Our curriculum vision will be in place for all of our home learning:
Central Park’s Curriculum vision: Our curriculum provides our children
with inspirational opportunities that are relevant and generate a lifelong love
of learning. We all understand that learning is a change to the long term
memory. We teach essential knowledge, life skills and provide opportunities
to enable our children to be successful now and in the future. It is culturally
relevant, engaging and full of celebration and pride. Our aims are to ensure
that our students experience a wide breadth of study and have, by the end of
each key stage, long term memory of an ambitious body of procedural and
semantic knowledge.
Our curriculum vision remains at the heart of all our learning regardless of where we are!

Staff will expect pupils learning remotely to:
-Complete work to deadline set by teachers
-Seek help if they need it, from teachers or teaching assistants
-Alert teachers if they are not able to complete work
Staff will expect parents with children learning remotely to:
-make the school aware if their child is sick or otherwise cannot complete work (we will be tracking the
completion of learning and contacting parents if we need to)
-seek help from school if they need
-be respectful when making any complaints or concerns known to staff
Parent Training and Support:
We have made a range of training videos to support parents, whilst working at home. The
videos provide an excellent way for families to work together to understand the different
functions that are needed. (These can be found under ‘remote learning’)
We aim to continue to support parents (via videos on the website and newsletters) in the
following areas:
Google Classroom
Google Meets
A focus on how to support reading at home – Reading is fundamental and we have to ensure that this is a
priority
Behaviour support at home
Strategies to support home learning and provide great support working together
We will continue to listen and improve our training to meet the needs of our community.
We will also be providing a coaching service to help you when your child is working at home via email and
telephone.

Our learning at Central Park is exceptional therefore we need to plan to make sure that even if we are
asked to stay at home this continues. Below are some questions that will help us to understand the
home learning process that is in place if/when we need it!
Q and A:
What can you expect from our home learning lessons?
-High quality lessons that support learning in school and meet the school vision
-Personally prepared resources for your children and their varying needs
-Carefully organised lessons that match the school curriculum covering all subjects
-A focus on reading as a key skill vital for all learning
-Consideration given to everyone’s different circumstances
-Supportive programme whereby staff are available in a range of ways to help and guide you including a
Google Meet interactive session once a day (only available when it is a full year group closure)
-Staff on hand to support questions and support learning
-Quality feedback from staff so that children are motivated and supported in their work
What are we doing at school to prepare children for home learning that might happen again?
-We ensure that children are clear about the progress for home learning
-We are teaching children key skills so that they can be independent successful learners at home
-We are doing lots of teaching about the current situation (age appropriately) so that children feel
supported to ask questions or share concerns and worries
-We are teaching them key skills to be able to log in and understand how to best use technology that will
be available at home
-We are teaching lots of strategies to support children to be emotionally strong at a challenging time, for
example – mindfulness and emotional self regulation skills
How can you help prepare your child for home learning?
-All children in the school are aware that home learning might happen again. We have to reassure children
so that they are not worried and they understand that no learning will be lost
-Ensure that you keep up to date with all information from the school (the website is the easiest place to
stay up to date)
-Keep talking to your child so that if they have any concerns they can talk to you
-If you have devices at home make sure that you have logins for:

How do I know that I have all the information?
If your child does start a lockdown, and they have to work from home, we will make sure that you have all
information clearly explained. We have a very detailed tracking system in school so that we know exactly
what our individual children need for their home learning experience. You will receive a letter and clear
instructions on how you will need to support your child whilst working from home. Some children will be
working online, and some children will be working with packs of learning. All children will have different
experiences ------we will make sure that you have everything you need, just for you!
How will we ensure that your children have exceptional learning at home?
-Keep listening to parent needs and requests – We welcome feedback!
-Detailed tracking in place to ensure that children are engaging in learning
-Leadership monitoring of standards to ensure equity in provision and provide support to our staff where it is
needed
-Evaluations at the end of every home learning period will be completed so we can continue to improve

our process
-Constant school staff evaluation and adaptation to processes by all staff and stakeholders
How will my child learn at home?
Device learner *
Google Classroom platform
See timetable of provision (remote learning
website)

Non-Device learner **
A clear plan overview will be sent home for 2 weeks of learning
– see example template (remote learning website) that is in line
with the work being set for device learners
CGP textbooks will be used to support some core subjects
Reading books will be sent home to support ‘reading for
pleasure’
Individual lesson resources made by senior leaders
Loan service reading books is available
Plans and resources will be updated every 2 weeks to maintain
alignment across the 2 platforms for home learning

*Device learner: a learner who has an opportunity access and complete work online/virtual learning
** Non –Device learner: a learner who does not have an opportunity to access and complete work
online/virtually
What will our children be learning when they are individually isolating?
If your child goes into individual isolation, and the rest of their class remains in school, we will aim to keep the
curriculum the same so that your child is able to maintain learning at the same pace as their peers. Please do
feel reassured that we are constantly assessing our children and their learning – when there are gaps in learning
we quickly intervene to support them!
Teaching support whilst learning at home, individually: Children will have at least 3 phone calls
home, per week. This will be mainly from the pastoral worker who will be in constant communication with the
class teacher. There is also constant support from the remote learning assistant, when requested.
Assessment and Feedback when working in isolation: Children will be working straight into
learning books at home. When they return to school the work will be assessed and marked by the class teacher.
A feedback overview will be sent to the child and the families to provide information about the learning that
has been completed.
What will our children be learning when they are isolating as a class/year group/whole school?
Our aim, at Central Park, is for
consolidation of previous
learning, when working from
home. We support our teachers
to expertly combine previous
skills with new content, or, new
skills with old content. This is so
that our children are supported
in their learning at home,
engaging in learning, at an
appropriate level, without
creating unnecessary pressure
for families.

We recognize that pressures, anxiety and stress are not conducive to learning which is why we have adapted
our approach, as above. Please see our curriculum overview (found on our website under remote learning) for
the choices that we have made for learning at Central Park.
Teaching support whilst learning at home, individually:
There will be support in place for all children from both the class teacher and support staff. Children with a
device will receive daily contact and those children without a device will have a phone call at least 3 times per
week.
Assessment and Feedback when working in isolation:
Children with a device will have feedback and marking within 1 day of completion as explained in the timetable
overview.
Children without a device will be working straight into learning books at home. In the contact that is made
there will be opportunity for children to discuss their learning. When they return to school the work will be
assessed and marked by the class teacher. A feedback overview will be sent to the child and the families to
provide information about the learning that has been completed.
Engagement in learning tracking:
There is a very clear tracking system in place that monitors the engagement from all children across all
subjects. This is to support and encourage children and families to maintain a high level of learning, whilst
working at home.
How are you supporting my child in EYFS?
Children in EYFS will complete their learning via SEESAW class app. Each child has an individual log in code.
Their learning will be recorded on their individual journal.
In Nursery teachers will provide the following learning;
- Maths activity
- A focused activity linked to the core text
- Story time session
- Access to phonics (sound a day)
Teachers and Nursery nurses will provide videos for children to view to support with learning.
In Reception teachers will provide the following learning
- Phonics activity
- Maths Activity
- Learning linked to core text
- Story time session
- PE sessions
- Spellings
Teachers and Nursery nurses will provide videos for children to view support with learning.
AHT will also provide families with play activities and physical development activities which will be provided to
support children during the day.
AHT, class teachers and nursery nurses are available for families on SEESAW privately if they wish to discuss
learning or other welfare concerns.
For children who do not have access to device, a tracking system is in place for them to access home learning
packs.
Welfare calls will be made weekly to those children and families who have had little contact with their key
worker during a week.
How are you supporting my child who has SEND?
Children who have complex needs, and who normally receive a high level of individual support in school, have
been given a resource box, to support their learning and development. The resources include but are not limited

to: Maths and English activities, fine motor skills practice, messy play ideas, colourful semantics, visual timetable,
puzzles, play dough- some of these vary depending on the need of the child. These boxes will be updated every 23 weeks. Parents are asked to upload (photo) evidence, on ClassDojo, of their child completing activities.
Supporting staff will upload a videos of themselves reading story books and these are going to be updated on the
Nurture Room Google Classroom.
Children who work fulltime within class and are able to access the online remote learning, receive a resource box
that supports them in their learning e.g word mats, ruler, clock, cubes, counters, base ten dienes, laminated
number lines, white board and pen etc. If appropriate the teacher may allocate individual task for the child on
Google Classroom. Children that are unable to access online remote learning are provided with a paper pack.
Parents are contacted on a weekly basis. During this call we also speak to the children to discuss their welfare
and their learning.
Parents are communicated with through the website and the school app to give them updates. Seesaw, Class
Dojo and Google Classroom are also used as useful platforms to communicate with families.

Plans for home learning will change as they continue to improve … These are new times for all of us but
the changes that we make will always be for the better!
How will we ensure that our children are safe whilst working at home?
-We will be keeping a register every day in the same way that we do when children are in school. You must
contact the school if your child is sick otherwise we will expect to be in contact with your child and that
parents will be supporting children to learn at home and complete work that is being set.
-We are working hard with children so that they are very clear about which members of staff are in our
safeguarding team and where to go if they need help.
-The website and our home learning pack has a full list of websites and contact numbers if children and
families need help outside of school
-All our teachers are trained to meet the expectations set out in ‘Keeping Children Safe In Education, DfE
2020’
-All teachers delivering home learning packs have been reminded of the policies that are in place when
meeting families outside of school, including new policy amendments for COVID 19.
-Teachers have received full training how to keep themselves safe and monitor child safety when working
and teaching from home.
If you have questions about our home learning system, please do leave a message at the main office for
one of the members of staff below and we will be in touch:
Paul Taylor, Head Teacher Central Park
Primary School
Rachel Speed, Head of Quality Education
Rachel Egbulonu – Deputy Head Teacher
Rebecca Wilbraham – SLT support –
Curriculum Leader
Atiyya Musa – EYFS Senior Leader
Julia Scott – KS1 Senior Leader
Paul Strange – LKS2 Senior Leader
Aabida Patel – UKS2 Senior Leader

Here are Ten tips for supporting your child with home learning:
1. Don’t try to replicate school
Homeschooling isn’t the same as mainstream schooling, so don’t worry too much. You can't always do
what teachers do in a classroom at the kitchen table, and vice versa.
Work within your resources and abilities, and prepare to be flexible.
2. Find a good place to work
Make sure your child has somewhere comfortable to work.
3. Eat well
Make sure your child eats well A balanced diet is vital for your child’s health and can help them feel well
during challenging periods. High-sugar and high-caffeine foods and drinks, such as energy drinks, cola and
sweets can increase anxious behaviour.
4. Help your child get enough sleep
Good sleep improves thinking and concentration. Most children need ten hours of sleep a night. Allow
time for your child to wind down between studying and going to bed. If they are using laptops or phones,
there is often a “night-shift” setting that will reduce the blue light emitted from the screen (blue light is
linked to keeping us awake, as it can “trick” our brain into thinking it’s daytime).
5. Establish a timetable that suits you
If you're home-schooling, there are no rules about when you do it. You don't have to have a set timetable,
or stick to school hours, days or terms, so you're in charge of setting a schedule that works for you and
your child. A timetable can be useful and, for some, necessary but it must work for you and your family.
Have a look at the timetables on our website and see if any of them work for you. Try not to be swayed by
what other parents are doing – you know your child best!
6. Set the ground rules early on
It's important to set some ground rules early on, otherwise it’s going to be difficult to get back into a
groove further down the line. Start doing at least some work from the word go, even if your child is largely
dictating the pace, and your authority will be easier to maintain.
7. Get outside
Spend as much time outside as you can. Not just for your sanity, but for general good health - for you and
your child. If you have a garden, take your learning out there. Go for nature walks or bike rides (try early
evenings if you're working office hours). Exercise releases endorphins (hormones) that can help boost
energy levels. Any exercise counts, so find try to find one your child enjoys. You can also take advantage of
learning opportunities on our website – See the home learning section.
8 Have confidence in yourself
Teachers do a wonderful job and they’re experienced. But that doesn’t mean you don’t have a lot to offer,
too. Moreover, you know your children better than anyone else. Chances are you already know what
motivates them and what excites them. Use this to your advantage and tailor your approach accordingly.
9. Speak to teachers
Teachers will be on google classroom and available at school so you can share your concerns and get
support there.
10. Relax
These are strange times indeed, and while life is beginning to feel more normal, our children's education
has changed in many ways. None of us are experts, so don't worry about your child missing out or falling
behind if you're muddling through, full of questions and doubts. If it all gets too much, curl up on the
settee and read a book together. Tomorrow is always a new day, and whether you've chosen to home
educate or been forced into it, the most important thing is that you and your child are happy.

We are very clear about the government expectations and we are
confident that our home learning plan meets them.
The expectations from government are listed below:
In developing these contingency plans, we expect schools to:
•
•

use a curriculum sequence that allows access to high-quality online and offline resources and
teaching videos and that is linked to the school’s curriculum expectations
give access to high quality remote education resources

•

select the online tools that will be consistently used across the school in order to allow interaction,
assessment and feedback and make sure staff are trained in their use

•

provide printed resources, such as textbooks and workbooks, for pupils who do not have suitable
online access

•

recognise that younger pupils and some pupils with SEND may not be able to access remote
education without adult support and so schools should work with families to deliver a broad and
ambitious curriculum

When teaching pupils remotely, we expect schools to:
•

set assignments so that pupils have meaningful and ambitious work each day in a number of
different subjects

•

teach a planned and well-sequenced curriculum so that knowledge and skills are built
incrementally, with a good level of clarity about what is intended to be taught and practised in each
subject

•

provide frequent, clear explanations of new content, delivered by a teacher in the school or
through high-quality curriculum resources or videos

•

gauge how well pupils are progressing through the curriculum, using questions and other suitable
tasks and set a clear expectation on how regularly teachers will check work

•

enable teachers to adjust the pace or difficulty of what is being taught in response to questions or
assessments, including, where necessary, revising material or simplifying explanations to ensure pupils’
understanding

•

plan a programme that is of equivalent length to the core teaching pupils would receive in school,
ideally including daily contact with teachers

If you feel that your children do not receive the expectations listed here please contact the school and ask
to speak to Rachel Speed, Head of Quality Education.

If you need to support your children to talk through and explain COVID 19 – this is a great link to this book
that is nationally recommended as a support for parents.
https://nosycrow.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Coronavirus-A-Book-for-Children.pdf

Relaxing and looking after yourself Now that you are working at home again, we can still be active with our
learning, physical and maintain emotional wealth. Your teachers have set you
some work to help you keep learning. But remember it is really important to
look after your wellbeing too.
Connect
Write a letter to someone which you can post or email. It's always interesting to find out what people have
been up to.
When we are together it feels better. Find time to connect with someone at home. Find out what they like
doing or their favourite TV programme.
With permission from an adult, contact somebody who lives somewhere else and have a chat with them.
This could be a relative like and aunt or an uncle or a grandparent.
Relax
Do something quiet that relaxes you. This could be some quiet drawing, reading for pleasure or writing for
fun. Try listening to some music that you enjoy or do a craft or something else creative if that's what you
enjoy.
Be aware of the world around you: Look out of the window, what do you see? Draw or write about how
that makes you feel. You might see some animals, or some new flowers or trees. Can you see any unusual
cloud shapes?
Relaxing can include watching TV or playing games. Remember to balance your day out and limit your time
in front of a screen to stay healthy.
Energise
It's important to keep active. Try to spend at least half an hour a day doing something active. If you have a
garden you can use it but there are plenty of things you can do inside to stay active. Try some of these:
Dancing- If you love dancing why not practice your favourite routine or create a new one. Check out the
movement videos on GoNoodle below.
Stretches and balances- Are you a gymnast or yoga enthusiast? Use the links below to try out some new
stretches. Check out the 'Empower' section on GoNoodle below.
Skills- Do you have a sport you love? Can you choose a new skill and perfect it?

Trying something new
Life is more fun when we try new things. How about you try a new activity today. Why not try to make a
new structure out of Lego or learn a new dance or song. Perhaps you could try learning to juggle, make a
tower out of playing cards or make a domino trail.
Whatever you choose, have something tricky to work towards. Do you think you can master something
completely new by the time you get back to school?
Notice your feelings
Acknowledge the emotions in a jar in you have one? It's normal to feel worried if you're not sure what is
going to happen but it's important to be positive too. You can always talk to an adult or write down your
feelings in a notebook. Why not keep a record of one good or funny thing that happens every day? You'll
soon have an amazing list to look back at. Some of the videos in the 'Flow' section of GoNoodle can help
you to think about your feelings.

Planning your day!
You will receive some example timetables in your home learning pack or they will be available on the
school website. (You do not have to follow a timetable but they may help you whilst working at home!)
It's really important to keep things in a routine if it's possible!
Did you know:
Most people work better in the morning.
Most people work better after some exercise or fresh air.
Having a routine and repeating subjects every day helps your brain to learn better. (and stops you from
forgetting things)
Some of you will have different times you do your home learning depending upon when your adults can
help you. The ideas below might help you to organise your time.
You will have daily tasks in English, Maths and a variety of non core subjects across your time at home. You
will also have continuous tasks like learning your times tables and daily reading.
Your teacher will be able to see your work on Google Classroom, Seesaw or call you to hear you are
progressing and they will make comments on your work to help you to improve.
When you're working from home make sure you stick to a normal daily routine and bedtime. This will help
your brain to get the rest it needs and be ready for work in the morning.
Most classes have Maths and English first, followed by a break and focused reading and spelling before
lunch. Science and non core lessons are normally after lunch. It might help you to stick to this routine at
home too.
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